Tomorrow for Father Sorin.

The spirit of Notre Dame brought Father Sorin across the waters from France to this favored spot in Indiana nearly a century ago. In that same spirit, he and his companions fought and labored through poverty and fires, through plagues and persecution to build the foundations of Notre Dame.

That spirit has dominated every step in the growth and expansion of this University. See about you what it has accomplished. Tomorrow in honoring Father Sorin at Mass and Holy Communion, ask for his courage and vision, that you may push on to the realization of your ideals. The solemn high mass tomorrow morning will be at 7:25; breakfast, at 8:15.

My Lost Illusion About America.

By Arnold Lunn.

One day I'm going to write down a list of all my lost illusions about America. Here is one. I used to think of America as the land of pep and hustle, especially with the news. But I was wrong. America is the land of leisure, the land where a good idea travels slowly but gets there at last. Here's a big headline from the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette:

SINGLE CHURCH HELD SOLUTION FOR PROBLEMS

Proposal Is Made At Mosque Rally By Missionary

But these sub-heads should have been added: Proposal Originally Made At Pentecost Rally By The Missionary Peter. Relayed to Pittsburgh Post-Gazette By The Rev. Dr. E. Stanley Jones.

Belief and Behavior, Cont'd.

By Mr. Lunn

Question IV. Do you really maintain that Catholics are in the main better than other people? What about X and Y (names omitted for fear of libel actions)?

Answer. Many Protestants have been near saints, many Catholics great sinners. But you don't judge the effect of a medicine, as Mr. Shoed remarks, by those who throw it down the sink. The good Protestant is good, not because of his Protestantism, but thanks to such Catholic beliefs as he retains, the belief in God, in the doity of Our Lord, and in immortality.

High-minded skeptics of the last century hoped that it would be possible to retain the Christian code while rejecting the Christian creed. Facts have proved them wrong. The gradual abandonment of fundamental Christian dogmas has led to a moral revolution, the full effects of which have still to be seen. And, if you doubt the close connection of creed and code, study the admissions of those who support the Russian Experiment. Russia, the first modern country which has officially adopted Atheism as a state religion, provides all the evidence we need of the moral and social consequences of heresy carried to its logical extreme.

Question V. You Catholics are so intolerant. We're all travelling by different roads to the same goal. There's lots of truth in all religions, and no religion has a monopoly of truth.
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